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From the Editor 
 

Our “Featured Photographer” section each 
month is designed to illuminate the personally-
favored work of a Poly member that often doesn’t 
appear in monthly competitions; thereby letting 
us get to know them a little better.  

This month, Josi Ross, is a perfect subject for 
this Poly Speaks feature. Most of us are familiar 
with Josi’s and Diane’s excellent workshops on 
macro photography and miniatures. But since Josi 
only participates in our monthly competitions on 
an irregular basis, we don’t get to see nearly 
enough of her work. So we tend to forget how 
good it is; and that she is a really good and 
creative photographer of other subjects too.  

 
Dorothy and I went to the Old Globe this 

month to see “Rich Girl.” While perusing the 
play’s edition of “Performances” magazine, I 
found an interesting article that was written by 
Barry Edelstein, the Globe’s Artistic Director.  

He was talking about how a play (or any other 
piece of art) is created through an interractive, 
evolutionary process to bring it to public 
performance or display. He explains how the 
record of that process is called “Pentimento” in 
art scholarship. He goes on to explain it as 
follows (using painting as an example). 

“It’s seen when the top layers of a canvas 
fade with time, revealing older layers of paint 
underneath. These older layers record the 
painter’s revisions. Artists change their minds as 
they paint, trying an idea and then covering it 
up; placing an object in one spot only to move it 
to another as work on the composition 
continues. Some past layers of paint are visible to 
the naked eye; others require x-rays or other 
modern technology to see. But all the pentimenti 
represent the same thing; the burried history 
beneath the surface of a work of art.” 

He then explains how performance art (such 
as a play) follows a similar path in the testing, 
adjusting, rewriting, and rearrangement of the 
elements of the play as it is developed. But the 
record is not as important as the process. 

As film photographers, what we saw in the 
viewfinder and what subsequently came back 
from the processor was often the final product. If 
we were competent in darkroom operations, we 
could apply a few additional controls there.  

But now, I think that modern technology has 
enabled that revising, evolving, artistic process 
for photography. We finally have the tools and 
flexibility to do the same things in post-
processing that painters have always done when 
they create an image. Move picture elements, 
change colors, change shapes, add new elements, 
use a different sky, change the light. . . You can 
continue the long list. Photography even provides 
its own version of pentimenti in a picture file’s 
metadata and in the PSD file’s layers.  

If we aspire to be artists, on a par with the 
others in the visual media, we need to make use 
of all our available tools to produce an evolving, 
improving piece of work, just like they do.  

Finally, most modern artists never look for 
reality. Why should we? We only need to require 
it for “Documentary” images wherein we purport 
to present the “truth;” even though a “modified” 
image can sometimes tell more truth than a 
“straight” one. 

To finish, let me repeat a quote by Jerry 
Uelsman from last month. “Let us not be afraid to 
allow for ‘post-visualization.’ By post-
visualization I refer to the willingness on the part 
of the photographer to re-visualize the final 
image at any point in the entire photographic 
process.” 

 
 

 
Quote of the Month – 

 
 “Anything is an art if you do it at the level of an art.”  

– Richard Avedon  
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Photographer of the Month – Josi Ross 
My sons call me a “photo nerd.” According to the Urban Dictionary, that’s someone who eats, 

drinks, sleeps, dreams and thinks about photography every day. Despite the teasing, nothing makes me 
feel better than to hear “nice photo, Mom.” That’s a 10 in my book. 

I joined Poly about seven years ago but that wasn’t the first time I had stepped into a Poly meeting. 
In the early 80’s I decided to check out the club. I lasted about five minutes. The group seemed a 
bit…..umm…..old?  

In 2008, a little older and wiser, I decided to give Poly another try. This time I was pleasantly 
surprised to see that I fit right in with this group of photo nerds.  
 
 
“Night Spinner” (on the Cover) 
I love the glow of the lights and the quietness 
found in shooting urban night photography, but I 
hate the creepy feeling of being alone in the dark 
with expensive equipment.  I was lucky to find 
Night Photography Lovers Meetup, a group of 
creative and helpful, like-minded photographers. 
This group has given me the chance to get some 
unusual shots I’m truly proud of.  Night Spinner 
is just one of them. 

 
 

“Harmony Café Trio” – I love my Lensbabies – those crazy, misunderstood lenses that give lots of 
soft focus with an adjustable sweet spot. I always have one with me on my photo shoots and often it’s 
my lens of choice. Last year a group from Poly went on a road trip to the Paso Robles/Cambria area, 
with a stop in Harmony (population 18).  This small town lent itself very well to the softness of the 
Lensbaby. These shots were taken with the single-glass optic, a difficult optic to control, but one of my 
favorites. I have this trio in my living room, giving my home a little harmony. 
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“Memories from a French Cellar” – This photo of my 
uncle was taken in 1982 at my grandmother’s house in 
France. In her cellar we found a bottle of white wine from 
the year I was born. Remarkably, the wine was still quite 
good. This photo brings back wonderful memories of that 
visit, and my uncle reminds me so much of my dad. If I 
were to take this photo today, there are things I would 
change, but I wouldn’t change the way it makes me feel. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
“Fading Beauties” – My hard 
drive is full of flower photos 
and I can tell you where I 
took every single one of them. 
These roses were shot during 
a macro shoot in the Balboa 
Park rose garden.  I especially 
like flowers that are not 
perfect, those that are past 
their prime. They have 
character and a story to tell. I 
added a texture to this photo 
to give it an older, victorian-
era feel. As I write about this 
photo, I know Fading 
Beauties is the start of a new 
project for me, and it won’t 
be just about flowers. 
(ed. note – I’ll be eager to see 
the results from that project.) 
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“Intimidation” – This 
photo is one of a group 
documenting the art of 
Chicano Park. I was 
fortunate to take part in a 
photo tour of the park under 
the watchful eye of our 
guide, Salvador Torres, a 
colorful park historian and 
artist. This is my favorite 
photo of the series. I shot 
this photo using the 
Lensbaby, which pulled at 
and blurred the edges of the 
photo while focusing more 
on the woman. By choosing 
just part of the original 
painting, I changed the feel 
of the Rage of la Raza from 
that of political commentary to one more interpersonal. It now conveys a feeling of fear, intimidation 
and shame. Sometimes I can’t look at it and other times I can’t stop looking at it.  

 
 
 
 
 
“Turn Around” – 
What came first – 
my passport or 
my camera? (my 
passport when I 
was 5). I love to 
travel and in 2012 
I was given the 
opportunity to 
visit Venice. This 
photo reminds me 
of my favorite 
day in this 
photographer’s 
paradise. I had 
booked a walking 
tour of Venice 
with a local 
photographer, 
Arved 

Gintenreiter. We started our tour at 4:30 a.m. in an empty St. Mark’s Square. As the early morning sun 
emerged, I was busy shooting shadows when Arved said,  “turn around.” Behind me was the beautiful 
Basilica de Santa Maria della Salute, patiently waiting to be photographed in all it’s glory.   
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This and That 
By Clark Winsor 
 

Here it is, July.  The “dog days of summer.”  
How many of us own third party lenses?  

How many of us want another lens to add to our 
camera bags, but go into sticker shock when we 
see the price.  We want that new lens, and we 
know that third party lenses can be as much as 
1/3 of the price of a Canon or Nikon lenses, but 
we still hold back.  We’re not sure if it’s the 
right thing to do.  So, we do nothing and keep 
our master cards in our pockets.   

When I bought my Nikon D600, I wanted a 
24mm to 70mm everyday lens.  Nikon's price 
for their f2.8 lens is around $1900, and it 
doesn’t have VR.  Tamron's 24mm to 70mm 
f2.8 was about $1200, and had VR.  I chose the 
Tamron lens and I have never 
looked back.  My Tamron 
lens is the most used lens in 
my camera bag and I just 
love it.  I like taking images 
of surfers and I also like 
photographing birds in flight.  
I would like a lens that would 
reach further out than my 
400mm lens.  The cost to go 
to 500mm with a Nikon lens 
is over $7,000, and can go up 
as much as $10,000.  That's 
just not going to happen.  
Tamron sells a 150 to 600mm 
f5-6.3 Zoom for around 
$1,000.  You get the idea. 

To explain in more detail, I am sharing an 
article I recently came across on this subject.  
 

“Third party lenses have been 
around since the early days of 
photography. Canon’s very first 
cameras were sold with third party 
lenses made by company called 
Nippon Kogaku, who went on to 
become Nikon. In recent years 
however, there has been a rise in the 
number of manufacturers producing 
third party lenses. This is, in part, 
due to the availability of hi-tech 

production techniques that make it 
easier to produce quality optics. It 
is also due to the massive rise in the 
numbers of DSLR and mirrorless 
cameras, creating a much bigger 
market for lenses.  
 
The Advantages 

The most obvious factor is cost. 
A professional level lens from a third 
party manufacturer can cost 60% 
of the price of the manufacturers 
equivalent. That sentence a few 
years ago might of caused uproar 

amongst some, 
but these days, 
companies like 
Sigma and 
Tamron do 
produce excellent 
pro level lenses. 
Sometimes, third 
party lens 
companies will fit 
their lenses into a 
niche not covered 
by the original 
camera 
companies. The 
obvious 
advantage of this 

to the photographer is the 
availability of lenses that he might 
not otherwise be able to find. 

 
The Disadvantages 

There is still some issues with 
quality control. Whilst on the whole 
quality control is much higher than in 
years gone by, there is still the 
chance of a bad one slipping through 
the net. 

The other main disadvantage is 
compatibility. Modern lenses  
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communicate with cameras through 
contacts on the lens and camera 
body. Some camera manufacturers 
control exactly what information 
can and can’t be sent through those 
contacts and can restrict the 
information that third party lenses 
can send to the camera. 

 
The Companies 

The big three, since the days of 
film have been Sigma, Tamron and 
Tokina. These companies are well 
established, with good reputations 
in the industry both for lens 
excellence and quality control.  

However, in the last few years we 
have seen a few new names appear 
on the scene. We photographer’s are 
often a conservative bunch and 
sometimes have a mild disdain for 
unknown quantities. Lets take a look 
at some of the newer lens 
manufacturers. 

 
Samyang 

This company has been around 
since 1972, creating optics for 
CCTV as well as photographic 
accessories. They have become well 
known in recent years for a wide 
range of manual focus lenses in 
particular for mirrorless systems. 
They have a range of lenses that go 
from 7.5mm fisheyes all the way 
through to a 800mm mirror lens. 
Although their name has come to 
the fore only recent, they also own a 
number of other well known lens 
brands such as Rokinon and Vivitar. 

 
Voigtländer 

The Voigtländer brand is 
currently owned by Cosina, but has 
its roots in a well know German 
optical company. Like Samyang they 
produce a range of good quality 

manual focus lenses. Many of these 
lenses retain full electronic coupling 
so that auto exposure function is 
maintained. They produce lenses for 
Nikon, Canon and Pentax mounts as 
well as micro four thirds cameras. 

 
Hartblei 

A German/Ukrainian venture that 
produces tilt shift lenses for Canon 
and Nikon cameras. Their tilt shift 
designs are made in collaboration 
with Carl Zeiss. 

 
Schneider Kreuznach 

Another famous brand, perhaps 
most well known for producing high 
quality enlarger lenses. The bulk of 
their product range is designed for 
medium format digital cameras but 
they, like Hartblei also produce tilt 
shift lenses for 35mm DSLRs. 

 
Zeiss 

Perhaps the most recognizable 
third party lens company of all, 
Zeiss’s reputation has always been 
built on ultra high quality optics, for 
marks such as Leica and Hasselblad 
as well as cinematic optics. Today 
the quality (and price) remains the 
same but they also produce lenses 
for Nikon, Canon and Pentax in the 
DSLR market, Sony under the 
names Batis and Loxia and the Touit 
range for the Fuji X series. 

 
Buying a third party lens these days is 

nowhere near as hit and miss as it was a decade 
ago. There are very few truly bad lenses out 
there but the old idiom you get what you pay for 
rings very true when it comes to lenses. Choose 
Tamron, Sigma, Tokina, or the manufacturers 
listed above and the chances are you will get a 
good lens and a significantly lower price than a 
camera manufacturer’s version.
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Programs and Coming Events 
Dee Elwin 

 
Can you believe it’s halfway through the 

year already?  We’ve had a variety of terrific 
workshops, competition meetings (with some 
new judges), the first out-of-town photo shoot 
(to Las Vegas and the Valley of Fire), and all-
around good fellowship. 

Speaking of field trip photo shoots, the 
second one will be to Bishop on October 23, 
24, 25 & 26.  Try to set those days aside for 
the opportunity to photograph in the 
stunningly beautiful Eastern Sierra.  We can 
hope for some fall color, but no one can 
predict when that will happen.  Color or not, 
we’ll have the opportunity to photograph the 
gnarly Bristlecone pines, the alien-looking 
landscape of Alabama hills, beautiful lakes 
and, of course, the majestic Sierra mountains.  
Lodging is affordable (many places under $70 
before taxes.)  We’ll have more on this at our 
August competition meeting. 

 
August 1 – Competition  

The Project theme for this month is 
Tranquility. Keep those creative juices 
flowing for August.  Dust off that camera and 
come up with some new images.  But 
remember, these photos cannot have been 
taken before October 2014.  

Our judge for this month will be Susan 
Coppock. Here’s a little about her, in her own 
words. 

“I like making photographs, not just taking 
them, so playing with Photoshop has been a 
thrill! Now, I get to take parts from 
photographs I have been shooting all these 
years, and adding new ones to create 
completely different and unique images. With 
digital imaging and Photoshop, I feel my 
creativity has been broadened exponentially. 
The future is very bright and only limited to 
imagination. 

My business is called Night Owl 
Photography because I have always been a 
night owl when in comes to shooting 
photographs. I have been enthralled by the 
magic and beauty of the nocturnal world for 

most of my life. I enjoy the serendipity in 
being unable to visualize completely how my 
final images will look before I press the 
shutter button—the heavens seem to be in 
control and I love seeing what ‘develops.’ 

I have been involved in all aspects of 
photography since I was a teenager. I have 
worked in photo labs, camera stores, owned a 
photo studio, taught at Palomar College, owned 
a camera store and custom frame shop, and 
currently teach photography at San Dieguito 
Academy high school.”   
 

Steve Cirone is presenting a workshop 
on August 15.  He’ll give us tips on how to 
get great bird and bug shots.  Steve is a 
member of Poly and has also been a judge for 
us. If you’re new to the club, Steve is one of 
the premiere photographers of birds.  You can 
check out some of his beautiful images at 
Steve Cirone Photography. 

 
On August 29, Les and Mary Anderson 

will give their presentation on night 
photography.  If you missed this presentation 
when they gave it at the Fair, you can catch it 
at the club.  You’ll certainly want to come to 
this workshop and take copious notes if you’re 
planning on going to the Bishop photo shoot.  
For inspiration, think of those iconic images 
of the Bristlecone Pines or Alabama Hills with 
a gorgeous star-spangled sky behind them that 
we’ve all seen.  

 
Also, we’ve added a workshop to take 

place on October 17.  Theresa Jackson will 
return to Poly to give a presentation on 
Iphonography (cell phone photography).  
She, too, gave this talk at the Fair and I heard 
great reviews. 

 
As you’re digging in your files for 

something for competition, do you keep 
looking at one that you like, but it just doesn’t 
quite look the way you’d like?  A presenter at 
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a workshop I attended said, “You took that 
image for a reason.  Work with it.”   

You might consider converting it to black 
& white.  However – a word of caution – not 
all images lend themselves to B&W.  Is it a 
rather chaotic image?  Is the contrast flat?  Is 
it difficult to detect the subject?  If you can 
answer no to those questions, you may have a 

good candidate.  Lightroom, Photoshop, and 
Nik SilverEfex Pro2 all do a very good job in 
converting color images to B&W.  My 
preference is Nik SilverEfex with its presets 
that can be “fine-tuned.”  Give B&W a try – 
you just might have a winner! 

Happy shooting! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


